Hear the latest from leading experts on biomedical photonics research and technology:

- Scientific sessions
- Industrial section
- Round tables
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We invite you to join the 2\textsuperscript{nd} \textbf{International Conference on Biomedical Photonics}, organized on 16-18 April 2020 in Palavas-Les-Flots France, a beautiful seaside resort of the Languedoc Mediterranean coast.

The symposium intends to be an international forum where one can present and hear the latest from leading experts in biomedical photonics research and related technological developments. The objective is to share knowledge, exchange ideas, discuss and promote collaborations in the domain of biomedical photonics.

Initiated as the study of optical processes in biological systems, biophotonics is now including the science related to the development of numerous photonic technologies for life sciences. Understanding light-matter interaction led to innovative techniques for the modern medicine aiming for early diagnosis and effective, personalized therapy. Modern optical and photonic techniques allow for monitoring and manipulating life processes in cells and tissues on a molecular level. In clinical practice as well, optical and photonic techniques are well established in many fields related to medicine, like in ophthalmology, endoscopy or biomedical imaging.

The main goal of the conference is to exchange on the last years’ achievements in the domain of the biomedical applications of various photonic tools spanning from molecules and cells manipulation to tissue and in-vivo studies. Photonic methods include amongst others Raman, fluorescence, non-linear optics, multiphoton, phase, Brillouin imaging, optical coherence tomography and endoscopic microscopy.

Website:  \text{www.biomedicalphotonics.org}
Mail:  \text{contact@biomedicalphotonics.org}

Venue:  \text{The Palavas-Les-Flots Congress Center}
Place de la Méditerranée, 34250 Palavas-les-Flots
\text{www.ot-palavaslesflots.com/en/tourisme-d-affaire/tourisme-d-affaires-menu}